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Presidential search ...
Faculty: State Board did not follow our process
By Theresa Just and . Members of the ..Katy Kreller American Asso- The dispute be- academic department produced a list
Staff Writers . ciation of Univer- gan after the State of faculty nominees that was
© copyright The Arbiter 1992 sity Professors are Board agreed to a forwarded to the dean of each school
. Fed up with not having a voice calling, for an Fa~ulty Se~te rcso- to narrow down. A list containing
10 Idaho State Board of Education explanation from ~uuon cal~mg for an the names of 12 nominees was then
policydeliberations;.agroupofBSU screening~mmit- ~ncrease m .faculty sent t.o the Facult~ Senate, which
faculty are demanding an explana- tee appointee Pat . epresentauon on submitted a final list of six names
tion o~ a rece~t appointment to the Dorman and the the 2~ memb.er to tile board.
commutee which will screen appli- S tate Board of screenmg comml.t- . All of the faculty named on the
cants to replace former University what sonie faculty tee from three to SIX final list were appointed to the
President John Keiser. have been calling members. ~aculty committee except for one faculty
But members of the State Board a blatant disregard Photo courte f BSU sta~e that their reso- member from the College of Social
of Education say they are satisfied of higher educa- Pat Dorman sy 0 lution also called for Sciences and Pub!ic Affairs, accord-
with their decision and do not plan tion standards and processes . the State Board to ing .to Don Oakes, Faculty Senate
to make any changes despite uni- Meanwhile a titi .: ch?Ose all SIX. faculty represen- chair, The remaining position was
versity faculty's callfor the replace- lating among COII~e o~~ IS. ~~~~ taUves from a list nominated by fac- filled by Dorman, a sociology
ment of a faculty representative the ences and Public AffairsOC} f: ulty. Dorman was recommended by professor who is currently on
board appointed to the Presidential asking Dorman to withdra~cuh Y a board m.ember, not b1 faculty. sabbatical.
Screening Committee n .. er Followmg the board s acceptance
. ame from consideration. of the Senate resolution, each see Search page 6
Smoking banned in Student Union
By Adam Rush fact that some people can't quit Billings commented on the fact .'
Staff Writer makes me feel sorry for them," that non-smokers also support
The smoking controversy at Blaesing said. smokers' rights. "We have a pretty
Boise State University immediately Blaesing and a committee looked good followiQg of people who will
en~ on 'Iuesday, Jan. 9when Gov. at assessing the needs of smokers. fight for smokers' rights astlong as-
. ~':;.=i~e~ec$:~).~~:.~,~J~'~g~JN[~~~~t.&~~?i'.P" , .~,. ~l~;i
owned andstilte-lea8edbWlwngs: ' modate smokeril?"8sked Blaesing,< Gov. AndijJS~Siid the. " Iliban ;
The order was issued in the wake In some states, custodians, and is penrianent arid there arC no plans
of a New Year's Day flre that con- food service workers have refused to,revoke iL
sumed parts of the second and third to enter smoke filled environments Under the executi ve order;
floors of the Statehouse. Smolder- to work, Blaesing said. directors of custodial care and full
ing cigarettes were believed to have John Franden, executive assls- time residential facilities can deter-
caused the fire.' ,- - tant to the president said, "This has mine if those facilities will be smoke
BSU student smokers, who used been coming for a long time. The free. BSU currently allows srnok-
to be able to smoke in the Student majority of people don't smoke. It ing in the dormitories, as long as
Union Building, now have to go smells offensive." both roommates smoke.
outside to smoke. Blaine Billings, a student rights Gary Myers, an ASBSU
Greg Blaesing, Director of the advocate and member of Students senator, circulated a petition in the
Student Union and Activities, said forSmokersandNon-Smokersfeels fall of 1991 to have the smokers
the student government has always the smokers haven't been treated removed from the SUB"I'm for it
tried to accommodate people and fairly. Billings accused Blaesing of personally. I had asthma," Myers
give them a fairchance to express not listening to smokers. "For a uni- said. Photo by Brian Becker
their opinion. "I have real empathy versity to be so irresponsible is Smokers have discussed a Tami Lukehart was among the last legal smokers in the SUB
for people with an addiction. The disturbing," said Billings. smoke-in, but haven't taken action.
Condoms split campus activists
By Garima Sharma outside of marriage is normal and Foundation. "It's a control issue for
Staff Writer acceptable. those who have strong religious be-
Boise State University Interim "If condoms are a little too ac- !iefs. Big Brother knows best.
President Larry, Selland's deci- cessible and easy to obtain, young "Let people function and be rc-
sion to allow the sale of condoms people will act without thinking," sponsible," he said. "Why try to
on campus has divided the uriiver- said MaryCrum, adviser to the St. control their behaviors? We are not
sity community into two distinct Paul's Catholic Student Group. dealing with teenagers, but with
camps. The other faction approves of young, mature and responsible
One faction would have liked Selland's decision to make condoms adults,"
Selland to continue the university's AI Hooten, associate vice presi-
ban on condom vendin-&masJIines, "You can get dent for finance, said condom vend-
which were to berin~I1ed in ing machines would be installed
campus dormitories by Friday. They condoms like before classes began on Jan. 13 in
say they are offended by their very candu." men's and women's restroOms inpresence. '~. Towers and Chaffee residence halls.
Under the new policy, "you can -Melissa Bradley They also would be installed in the
get condoms like caJ1dy,"said Mel- laundry rooms of Morrison and
Photo by Brian Becker issa Bradley, 20, pr~ident of the easily and cheaply accessible to all Driscoll, residence halls. The
1991-92 student directory Campus Crusade for ChrisL "The students. condoms in the new machines cost
that publishes the index was bough vending machines are repulsive. To "If anything, this will increase 50 cents each:
out by another corporation say that abstinence is impossible the awareness of sexually transmit- Three or four varieties of Tro-
They considered halting publi ' is a cop-out; because we can make ted diseases and their [potential] jans condoms had been sold in the
cation because they feared the di 'choices. We are human beings- preventions;" said Ron Van Sickle, University Bookstore for 50 cents
rectory would not produce a g not animals." ' president of the Gay and Lesbian each since Dec. 5, and generic, la-
retum to its investors, Denison said Condom availability will pro- Alliance. tex, ultrashaped, formfitting
But the corporation agrWt mote promiscuity and e~courage "Nobody is.forcing an individual condoms had been sold at Student
publish thedirectory.after ASBS increased sexual activity,Bradley .to buy condoms,'" said Russ Health Services fori 0cents since
offered to drop the number ofdisaid. S~IIing 'cond.oms on C3J.lIpus Centanni, professor of biology and, the end of lasts~mestc(
rectories to be published from 6, will seoo out the message that sex a former member of the Idaho AIDS ' see Condom page 3
to 5 000 she said.
Oops!
Directory missing 10,000 names
ayAdamRush
Staff Writer
When 5,000 copies of the BSU
student directory came rolling off
the presses last month,tIi~y were
missing one thing:
The names and telephone num-
bers of 10,000 students.
Apparently, the error occurred
last August when the ASBSU
offices requested a list of all names
and te!~hone numbers of students
who had registere<fand paid fees
for the fall semeSter.
The registrar's office supplied
ASBSU with Ii current list of all
students who h8d registered and
paid their fees, which totaled 4,000.
The missing names were apparently
overlooked during the editing pro-
cess, said Robin Denison, ASBSU
executive assistanL
But the miSsing names are just
one more woe ina semester
plagued with difficulties iQ print-
ing the student directory~ :)~;;" .
11ledirectory was siatedto be
printed iast semester, but WaS'tem~,
. rariI halted after the com
..o.-a n.-.ft ~~...........' .. '.·1...---i.-/:;..' C'1~C.-(A:>-~A~""
2Opinion
Of wine and roses
superiority the u.s. has remain-
ing is in the area of advanced
weaponry and computers, and
even this is rapidly diminishing.
Unfonunately, the U.S., in its
ignorance and inability to recon-
cile lhat it has lost its competitive
edge, has continued to live reck-
lessly on borrowed lime, money
and its fonner good name, while
at the very same lime our political
leaders goad us to keep spending.
Even today they cootinue: "Spend,
spend, spend; we've got to prime
the economic pump!" But sadly
enough, I believe the well is fi-
nallydry.
Many Americans are now com-
ing to realize this lime we will not
be able to spend ourselves out of
the dire economic straits we are
in-much to the chagrin of our
myopic political leaders, who still
tenaciously cling to the idea lhat, .
if it worked before, it will work
again. They have become the er-
rant Pied Pipers, but without the
traditional entourage, Perhaps,like
the lemming, they too will march
on to oblivion- as did the former
Soviet Communists long after
their system, too, had failed.
iTl~A~
1W:lll:lJ1ll>oJltlil1liDf"
B1lIlIl:ID<Illl7z;
lETTERS
MARCH 1992
After an outbreak of pregnancies
among female students who live on
campus, it has been revealed that
Toys-R-Us employees conspired to
break into all of the condom mach-
Sam Gerberding columnist
The Arbiter .~1II1U8fY 14, 1992 Boise State University
JULy 1992
Interim President Larry Selland
announced that after extensive
meetings with the English and hor-
ticulture departments, the most
economic way to resolve the prob-
lem of poor ventilation in the
Liberal Arts Building is to hold all
English classes at the Julia Davis
Bandshell, since, according to
Selland, "there's plenty of shade
over there." The Liberal Arts Build-
ing will be converted into the larg-
est university greenhouse in the
country, much to the delight of the
",",
,~
AUGUST 1992
The State Board of Education
announces that the new Boise State
University president is Lambchop,
that cute little hand puppet The
State Board is ecstatic with their
selectiOn-praising Lambchop and.
describing her as a "team player
with a flexible attitude."
For most Americans, the days
of wine and roses are probably
gone forever. 'Ibis "recession,"
as it is called, goes much deeper
than our political leaders would
have us believe. Their tired,
rhetorical word choices, regard-
ing the economy; e.g., "sluggish,"
"stalled," "needs a jump-start,"
etc., are merely devices used to
distort and conceal the truth about
the pathetic state of the Ameri-
can economy.
The truth is, there probably are
no sustainable rebounds left in
the American economy. The
United States was able to quite
successfully cash in on a con-
surnerisleconomy at the end of
World War u But this was be-
cause the industrial infrastruc-
tures of its competitors were
either badly crippled or altogether
destroyed in the war. Only the
U.S. emergedunscathed.
However, the other industrial
nations have long since restored
their industrial capabilities. In
fact, many of our industrial com-
petitors began to catch up with
the U.S. in the early '70s. And, in
the case of Japan, they have not
only overtaken the U.S. in most
areas of production, but have sur-
passed us aswell. The only real Stan Oliver Old Man Rex ...
~Ak;::::r========::=::;-' Are you alive?
That was the year that wasn't-
a retrospective on the year ahead
. . . ines on campus, puttingpinsize ~orticul~departmenL ~onstruc-
holes in the prophylactics. When bon starts m early 1998, right after
questioned by the police concern- the Qq)itol. Boulevard bridge is
ing their motive, the toy store em- scheduled to be completed.
ployes state they were "just trying
. to drum up some business."
APRIL 1992
Marriott Food Service holds a
. press conference in order to explain
==;;;; that the word "Marriott" is French
Todd Sholty columnist for "Soylent Green." (If you don't
----..;;",----- understand that one, ask someone
NOVEMBER 1992 over 30.)
In a massive write-in campaign,
Dr. John Keiser defeats Richard
Stallings for the Senate, solely on
the platfonn that, if elected, he will
make it mandatory for all members
of the State Board of Education to
wear paper hats and end every sen-
tence with: "Do you want fries with
that?" during meetings.
SEPTEMBER 1992
President Lambchop is fired
amidst a blowout with the State
Board of Education, regarding
President Lambchop's construction
of the new Micron Munon Center,
a privately-funded $500,000"
project which enables farmers
across Idaho to attend Boise State
University classes via computer.
(Todd Sholly is an opinion
columnist who is fascinated by
large, shiny oojects.)
. The Arbiler is the offical student newspaper of Boise State
uni\asity. It is published each Tues(Jay during fall and spring
SemestCrs. ••The publisbet' is the Publications Board. The adviser
•is Dan Morris •. The"opinions expressed in The Arbiter are thOse of
the editors and writers arid donot repm;en1 the views of BSU. ..0fficf.S ~ located at 1603~University Drive, Boise, Idaho
83m •.0Ur telephone number is (208) 345-8204 and our
facsimile is (208) 345-8797.
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Broadcast tech students look to the future
By Chereen Myers
Staff Writer
Idaho students seeking careers in
broadcast technology no longer
need to travel toWashington or other
states to receive their training. Starl-
ing this fall, students can enroll in a
two-year broadcast technology pro-
gram offered through Boise State
University's College of Technology.
The new program is the result of
a five-year campaign by local tele-
vision and radio professionals con-
cerned about the lack of qualified
applicants for technical positions.
They believe the development of a
local broadcast technology program
will help solve the shortage.
John W. Souza, director of op-
erations at KTVB-TV Channel 7 in
Boise, said "Because both the tele-
vision and radio stations in this
(area) have experienced great diffi-
culty in finding qualified people to
fill vacancies, we have all volun-
teered our input on the design of
the courses. This valuable 'real
world' experience would give BSU
the advantage of having constant
feedback to keep the various courses
current in our world of rapidly
changing technologies."
Condom
Canteen Corp. is providing the
dispensers in the residence halls
and has subcontracted with
Protecto Vend tokeep the machines
filled with SQ-centProtex condoms
in colored, textured and spermicide
varieties, Hooten said.
There was a delay in getting the
vending equipment into the dorms
because the dispensers on hand
with Canteen Corp. were too large
for the rooms, Hooten said. The
vendor provides the equipment, the
product, and the service and is re-
imbursed when students buy the
condoms. Taxpayers' money does
not pay for the condoms or for
maintenance and supply of the
machines. Hooten said 2S percent
of the purchase price will go to an
AIDS education fund, but he esti-
mated that would not amount to
much money - certainly less than
$1,000 a year.
The idea to place condom ma-
chines in residence halls was pro-
posed a year ago by the student
organization S.A.F.E. (Sexual
A~areness for Everyone) but was
tabled for what proponents then
called a lack of interest on the part
of students and the administration.
GALA's Van Sickle last week
said Selland's decision was a rec-
ognition of the contemporary stu-
dent lifestyle. If there is any
message being sent, he said, it is
that the administration is concerned
that students will have sex in any
case. Now at least they will be
provided with tools to help protect
themselves and to deter the spread
of AIDS.
But members of religious groups
said condoms will not substantially
stop the spread of AIDS or other
sexually transmitted diseases.
"Condoms don't work," said
Terry Knoblock, 29, president .of
University Christian Fellowship.
, No condom is 100 percent effec-
tive, she said, and there is no proof
they are saving lives. "Offering
them to students is a Band-Aid on
the real problem."
TIm Allen, president of Chris-
tian Students, said making
Courses were designed to
give students hands-on experience
as technicians in the broadcasting
industry, according to James
Paluzzi, general manager of BSU
Radio Network. "So many people
go into broadcasting but don't get
the technology classes until later.
This program gives exposure to the
technology on the first day," he said.
"The bachelor of
applied science is a
little-known secret
about BSU."
-James Paluzzi
Students who complete the two-
year broadcast technology program
will have the option of going on to
earn a bachelor of applied science
degree, and can take the core classes
other students take at the beginning
of their college education. The BAS
degree was pioneered by Selland
and is "a little- known secret about
BSU," said Paluzzi.
The lack of trained technicians
in the broadcasting field was em-
phasized in the majority of the let-
ters sent to Selland. Lee P.Wagner,
general manager at KMVT Chan-
nel 11 in Twin Falls, wrote, "For as
long as anyone around our station
can remember, the most difficult-
to-fill position at KMVT has been
the entry-level operations job. Those
individuals who have a basic un-
derstanding of audio, video, light-
ing, equipment operation and
maintenance simply do not exist in
Idaho -or at least we have been
unable to find anyone with those
skills."
In addition to overwhelming sup-
port from the business community,
Paluzzi receives at least one call
each week from students who are
interested in enrolling in the pro-
gram. In its first year, the broadcast
technology program will have mom-
for 11 students and will expand to
22 students in its second year.
Instructors for the program will
include members of the broadcast
community as well as current fac-
ulty,Paluzzi said. The television and
radio professionals are perfectly
suited to teach the courses, he said.
"No one is better equipped to train
these students."
condoms available will not stop in the 19405,Centanni said, the only
the spread of AIDS. The disease is way to prevent AIDS in the 1990s
spread byirresponsible, immature is to provide protection.
young people who get caught up "We are living in a sexually
in the passion of the, moment, he active.· ~orl~: Ce~umnl added.
stated. ' "There IS no such thing as llafe sex,
Condoms are -------11IIIIIIII--- only sifer sex."
not a solution, he "It's a control issue He said he
added, just a ges- wished the reli-
ture - a token. for those who have gious right
"They will have strong religious would be sue-
an adverse effect cessful in its
Theywillpromote beliefs. Big Brother push for mo-
sex," he said. knows best •..let nogamy, but
However, Pro- "if somebody is
fessor Centanni people function and already sexually
cited data he said be responsible." active, and they
proved that, in the use a condom,
194Os, the in- . -Russ Centanni they will be
troduction and dis- safer. It's not
tribution of condoms to soldiers in 100 percent effective, but it's a
World War II,and in condom vend- whole lot better off than nothing at
ing machines in bars, drastically all."
reduced the spread of gonorrhea Jack VanValkenburgh, an adviser
and syphilis. to the American Civil Liberties
He said AIDS, which has no Union campus chapter, said, "Re-
known cure, is in many ways a ligious zealots try to dictate the
similar case. Gonorrhea and syphi- choices and lifestyles of others."
lis, in the 1940s, were incurable The condom machines only
because antibiotics had not yet provide a choice, and no one forces
been invented. As with the diseases students to buy, he said.
Photo courtesy of University Relations
Students will have more opportunities to use equipment when the
Broadcast technology program begins in the fall of 1992
The real problem is "a shift in . lowship of Christian Athletes. "This
values," said Delmar Stone, 22, is the cause. If you stop the cause,
president of Chi Alpha Pentecostal the effect will be stopped."
Movement. He suggested the solu- University Christian Fellow-
tion was a combination of religion, ship's Knoblock said the solution
education and common sense. lies in "encolJl'tlging people not to
Christian Students' Allen cited have sex beforemaniage and (in)
"the deterioration and decay of the promoting abstinence in commer-
society," and Campus Crusade's cials, movies, TV, billboards."
Bradley said, "Society has pushed "Abstinence doesn't work,"
God out" S.AF.E.'s Frasure said. "Those who
Several members of campus re- say it does have their head stuck in
ligious groups agreed that absti- the sand like an ostrich - your sex
nenee was the best solution to the organs are still up in the air. AIDS
AIDS epidemic. "If you could do was discovered 10 years ago, and it
away with sex, there would be no is still rising. This is a sobering
use of condoms," said Christal fact If 'Band-Aiding' will work,
Jones, 21, vice president of the Fel- it's fine."
The New Salon in Town ...Ii with Great BSU Specials!
\.~ eJ 1lge~ Full set acrylic or fiberglass
~ ~ nails ... reg. $454e-- BSU Special $30.
Manicures ... reg. $12
Nails and Things BSU Special $10.
2134 Broadway
Boise, ID 83706 Call 345-6900 for appointment
Gift Certificates are also available.
As a Special Marketing Test a Major Broker is Offering Every-
one Who Calls within 72 Hours of this Publication Date
As a special marketing test, we will send
each person a free vacation certificate valid
for a fabulous vacation to Honolulu, Hawaii.
This certificate entitles the user to receive 8
days and 7nights of lodging for two and one
free airline ticket, transfers, baggage han-
dling and all taxes. You need pay for only
one airline ticket at the regular coach price.
There is no other product to purchase and
there is no charge forthis special certificate.
We will however limit the number of certifi·
cates to be issued in this market to those
that call within 72 hours of the publication
date of this ad. The reason for this special
offer is that we wish to test the drawing
power of this type of advertising and inform
you of our special travel programs.
Call Now! (510) 820·3733
9:00 a.rn. to 8:00 p.m.
Hazardous waste: the kitty litter solution
GALA to ask: "Is it OK to hate queers?"
By David Scott soring and participating in: "Is It 22 in the Student Senate Forum
Staff Writer OK to Hate Queers?" several featuring the campus Multicultural
The BSU Gay and Lesbian G.A.L.A. members will join a dis- Panel. The Multicultural Panel was
Alliance will co-sponsor a panel cussion at4 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. organized three years ago to in-
discussion Thursday, Jan. 23 ask- crease ethnic and cultural aware-
ing: "Is It OK to Hate Queers?" ness in the community. The
The panel, co-sponsored with purpose of this panel is to break
Your Family Friends and Neigh- down stereotypes and prejudices
bors, Inc., is part of the Martin through education. Among the
Luther King Jr./Human Rights Cel- panel members are American Indi-
ebration. The presentation and ans, Hispanic Americans, Asian-
group discussion will be held in Americans, and blacks who are
the Lookout Room of the SUB at 7 enrolled ar BSU. .
p.m, I G.A:L.A., an XSBSU~recog-
The session will focus on nized organization since 1990, is
anti-gay violence, the effects of comprised of approximately 30
homophobia on teens and adults, members, according to its adviser,
and the discrimination felt by gays Brian Bergquist. Their goal is to
and lesbians. In addition to co-spon-
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By Adam Rush
Staff Writer
"Hazardous waste satellite sta-
tions," put in place on the BSU cam-
pus on July 4 of 1987, consist of
plastic 5-gallon jugs cut in half and
filled with kitty litter. These are
designed to temporarily hold haz-
ardous waste.
These were put on the cam-
pus, according to Eldon Chandler;
hazardous waste coordinator, in or-
der to comply with the Resource
Conservation Recovery Act. This
act was designed to regulate the
generation, storage, treatment,
transportation and disposal of haz-
ardous waste.
"B.S.U. produces a small
amount of waste," Chandlar said.
The satellite stations are in order to
safeguard the student body." Haz-
ardous waste can sit up to 270 days
before it has to be moved. Waste
then has to be shipped to Henderson,
Colo. forincineration. Acutely haz-
ardous waste, like cyanide mate-
rial, has to be shipped to Eldorado,
Ark. for incineration.
A hazardous substance will
be put in a sealed container and
then placed in the satellite station.
The kitty litter serves as an absorbant
in the event of a container break-
ing. Chandler then picks up the sub-
stance and stores it for shipment. If
the amount of waste reaches 55 gal-
lons prior to the 270 day time limit,
it must be shipped.
Hazardous wastes have been
put into different categories by the
Environmental Protection Agency.
Examples of waste are abandoned
unknowns, chemicals of question-
able purity, chemicals with sur-
passed expiration dates, unused
chemicals from completed or dis-
continued research, and chemicals
stored prior to recycling.
Some departments no longer
use the satellite stations. "The
chemistry department usually ren-
ders their waste ineffective," Chan-
dler said. The biology department
switched to a 55-gallon drum
which holds formaldehyde.
Disposal of hazardous waste
is expensive. Chandler said, ''We
shipped six barrels of sludge (non-
hazardous) to Grandview. It cost
us $3,000. Material we shipped to
Arkansas for disposal has cost
$7,OOO,.sofar."
BSU is regulated as a small
quantity generator. Total combined
waste generated each month can-
not exceed 2.2 pounds of a up"
listed waste and not more than
2,200 pounds of characteristic
wastes. A waste from the P cat-
egory is an acute hazardous waste
from a discarded commercial
chemical product. A characteristic
waste is a waste that is ignitable,
corrosive, or reactive.
Campus School not for kids
r---------------------------------------------,
By Leslie Mendoza
Staff Writer
Contemporary colors of mauve
and teal line the halls of the old
Campus School.
This is the first year thegrade
school is not at Boise State Univer-
sity. Now the old building is the
home to Liberal Arts, Political Sci-
ence and Public Affairs, and the
BSU mail rooms. This collection is
now known as Liberal Arts West.
Renovations for the Liberal Arts
wing, which is located on Univer-
sity Drive, included a fresh coat of
paint, new floor coverings. carpet
and an update of the corridors to
meet standard fife ratings.
At the east comer of the build-
ing, art students can now enjoy a
new art gallery which was once a
stage for the elementary students.
Next to the gallery are the BSU
mail rooms. And just beyond that
are the offices of Political Sciences
and Public Affairs, which have al-
ready moved in.
This section needed a new heat-
ing system and a cooling system-
the first for the building. AU the
bathrooms had to be tom down and
replaced with adult-size fixtures.
Asbestos had to be removed before
any construction began, and a new
roof had to be constructed.
The architects were Trout Young,
with the leadership of Elizabeth
Young, the project archiect. A con-
struction budget of $573,000 came
from the State Building Fund ap-
propriated by the State Legislature.
This remodeling project was not
paid for out of student fees.
Architect Glen Wickman, from
the physical plant offices, explained
a problem with completion of the
construction: Hardware was or-
dered for the building on Dec.l2
and has not arrived yet. This has
put a hold on the relocation of the
Liberal Arts Department. Tempo-
rary locks will be installed until the
locks arrive.
Wickman also told of future
plans for the area behind the newly
remodeled building. Instead of a
sandbox, there will be a new park-
ing lot for about 50 cars. This will
all happen after the weather changes
at the end of the school year.
Wickman also invited everyone to
go to the new building and see all
the modem changes.
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Photo by Anthony Mendoza
An example of a satellite hazardous waste disposal unit in the
Science/Nursing Building .
provide a safe and supportive so-
cial meeting place for gays and les-
bians, said Ron Van Sickle,
and lesbian issues in an effort to
lessen or diffuse homophobia, Van
Sickle said.
Although BSU is slightly
homophobic, he added, the BSU
administration has been supportive
of the group. Van Sickle said he
was not aware of any cases of vio-
lent acts against gays or lesbians at
BSU or in Boise. The only destruc-
tive action taken against them was
the defacing and removal of club
posters and flyerslU)d vexbnL .... -
rassment, he said.
GALA normally meets once a
week and once a month offers a
support group with two licensed
counselors.
"Although BSU is
slightly homophobic
... [I'm] not aware of
any cases of violent
acts against gays or
lesbians at BSU."
>'. -Ron van Sickle
GALA president. In addition,
GALA is dedicated to increasing
awareness and understanding of gay
May, Summer '92
Graduates
Register NOW!
For Job Search Assistance
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT
Career Center, 2065 University Dr.
8AM - 5PM, MON - FRI
. ,- . .L ~ ~ ~
1.
1.4..' ..
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crowd crazily scrambles out of
the bleachers and down to the
floor mobbing their triumphant
winners.
You shrug it off. After all
you're only eight and you've been
outside ill the cold December air
for the past two hours breaking
in the brand new Spalding you
ripped out of the Christmas wrap-
ping paper hours earlier.
, If you're playing pick up ball,
completing your free throws
ensures your place on one of the
teams. If you're on a varsity team
completed free throws ensure
easy points to pad your personal
stais. It ensures you will get qual-
ity playing time down the stretch
in a close game; most impor-
tantly it saves face.
High percentage free-throw
shooters know that when the pres-
sure is on in a close game, they
will be the player that can decide
the outcome. More importantly
good free throw shooters are the
players that ensure the game
won't be close in the stretch.
Every coach will tell you the
eight year old outside in the cold
December air will make a great
free-throw shooter.
Why, you might ask. Because
that kid is out there practicing his
shot Practice, practice, practice.
This is the same kid that will show
up to practice twenty minutes
early and stay an hour afterwards.
The kid who goes that extra step
and does more than is expected is
the kid who will wind up win-
ning the gam~ when his or her
team ,i$, do,WB\by., ~W,Gl.;wiJl,1 notiIn~'ontheciock.:. , .•.,.,. ,
Your team is down by one, and
there is no time left on the clock.
You were _fouled in the act of
shooting as the final buzzer
sounded. The crowd is roaring
because you're on the road add-
ing to the pressure because it will
take one bucket to tie the score
and two buckets to win the game.
Deep breath, dribble, dribble,
dribble, bend the knees, extend
and follow through with the shot
Brick! The ball caroms off the
back iron and lands at your feet
The crowd goes wild, anticipat-
ing .another miss thus ensuring
another home victory. You tell
yourself not to worry; you were
just a little tight.
You take a good look at the
rim. You focus on your target and
put the waving, screaming fans
out of your mind.
.Deep breath, dribble, dribble,
dribble, bend the knees, extend
and follow through with the shot
Brick number two, only this one
bangs hard off the front of the
-rim .. You holdyour pose analyz-
ing Wm.t you did \VJ:Ong~.the
*Celebrated by Boise State University
January 20-24, 1992
***Human Rights Rally and March to Capitol
Monday, January 20
10:30 am - Rally at Maggies Cafe in the BSU Student Union
12:00Noon - Governors Address at the Capitol
***Reception with and Lecture by
Dr. Mary Frances Berry-U.S. Civil Rights Commissioner
Friday, January 24
6:30 pm- Reception in the Ada Hatch Ballroom-BSU Student Union
(Reception Tickets $5.00 - on sale at the BSU Student Union Ticket Office)
8:00 pm- Lecture-" •••and justice for all."
Grace Jordan Grand Ballroom-BSU Student Union
*Other Events
Monday, January 20· FJ1m-''Boyz in the ~ood':
Tuesday. January 21 • Rural Hispanics:Another Amenca-~cbard Baker
• A Testimonial in Tame-Tony Rodriguez
Wednesday, January 22 .• Do Women Exist?Jane-Foraker-Thompson
• MulliCultural Panel
Thursday, January 23 .When Worlds Collide orWhere did all those flaming arrows come from?-Gretehen Cotrell
• Is it O.K.To HateQueers? . ke
FrIda J 24 .• Sexual Harassment: How to Recognize it, How to stop It- Betty Hec r.y, anuary . ...• .
• Reapportionment Issues DiscUSSIOn
For more information contactBSU Student Activi~es at 385-1223,
Broncos spank Vandals
By Matt Fritsch "I expected a much closer game, Bronco head coach, June
Staff Writer its always a close game when we Daugherty was equally impressed
The Broncos broke into double play Idaho," Varbanova, who has with the crowd, "Its nice to have
figures in wins with an 86·41 been the driving force behind the the community support. When we
trouncing of the Idaho Vandals be- .Bronco's winning season, said host Montana we will need to triple
fore a season record 3,103 raucous while signing autographs for tonight's attendance. We need the
fans. adoring fans-many of which were community support and we need
The victory was the Broncos barely taller than her knee. the student's support."
sixth in a row upping their season "The crowd gives us so much The Broncos will host the Mon-
record to 10-3 overall and 4-0 in energy, in Bulgaria we would play tana Grizzlies on Jan. 25 in the Pa-
the Big Sky Conference. in front of only 100. The intensity vilion. The Grizzlies have not lost
The Broncos stifling pressure of the crowd increases my desire to a Big Sky Conference game in the
defense forced 30 Vandal turnovers play well," Varbanova added. last five years.
resulting in 40 fast-break points.
The Vandals were overmatched in
every phase of the game, shooting
only 29 percent from the field and
39 percent from the charity stripe.
"We struggled offensively and
defensively," said Vandal Head
Coach Laurie Turner. "We knew
what we had to do; but we didn't
execute our game plan."
The only struggle the Broncos
had was to keep the fans from leav-
ing at half-time when the BSU al-
ready held a commanding 53-20
edge.
The up-tempo pace of the
women's game appealed to most of
the fans attending the game. "There
is a lot more excitement in the
women's games than in the men's
games. I think this is the way bas-
ketball should be played," said
former BSU student John Collins .
Offensively BSU spread the
wealth, with all players scoring in-
cluding walk-on Susie Hillman, a
freshman from Meridia!1:!}~oph!?; ,'..' ."-,,, '~ . .' Pholoby Shawna Hanel ...••
.:~()rel.}diyaylll'~()-.:a,.~~~~~: .·.·JJrilOrt~~Rrcd dere'rliJs'against tlie.vaWdaf'iiit~fiii~h,}-'::~;:~*"·";,,,,;
10sconng Mth 14.:.;;;.,,·, ,: ',": DR.MARTI1\ILtJTPfER
A.Week of workshops and entertainment to celebrate
Human Rights in Idaho
As spring semester begins, students get carded
6
-searen
Colleen Mahoney, president of
the Slate Board, said Dorman was
nominated for the committee by
board member Diane Bilyeu
following a presentation given by
Dorman during a Nov. 21 meeting
with faculty on campus. Bilyeu cited
Dorman's presence and involve-
ment with board meetings in the
past as the reason for nominating
Dorman for the position.
Keetjie Ramo, president of the
campus AAUPchapter, said she sent
a letter to Mahoney asking for an
explanation of why the board ig-
nored faculty process for appoint-
ing nominees.
The return letter from Mahoney
did not address faculty concerns,
according to Ramo. Instead, the
letter supported the appointment of
Dorman to the screening commit-
tee. "You raised some cogent points,
but I remain convinced that Dr.
Dorman will prove to be an excel-
lent member on the screening com-
mittee," the letter Slated.
But Ramo said faculty deserve
an explanation. "You can't treat
professional people with advanced
degrees the same way you treat
people on an assembly line in a
factory," she said.
Despite AAUP concerns, board
members say they stand by their
decision and aren't tied to the fac-
ulty-recommendation process. "In
asking for names, we did not prom-
ise to use them all," Mahoney said.
"It was a courtesy to ask."
However, both camps say they
aren't disputing Dorman's qualifi-
cations, nor her willingness to serve.
Mahoney said the appointment was
made in an effort to balance partici-
pation among departments. "It
wasn't a personal thing, it was just
trying to have a balance," she said.
"She was on our list; we have
worked with her in the past and felt
she was a capable person," Bilyeu
said.
However, Bilyeu said there was
some confusion on the board asto
what list should be used for ap-
pointing the final faculty positions.
"There were so many lists floating
around, it was hard to keep track of
what was what," she said.
Dorman said she had not known
that her nomination came from a
Slate Board member until she had
talked with Rayburn Barton, execu-
tive director of the board, earlier
this week. "He did fill me in on
what happened, and I had not
known," Dorman said. "My name
was put on the list by a Slate Board
member." .
"The board in the case of the
search committee followed the pro-
cedure used with other appoint-
ments," Barton said. It was never
tied to the Faculty Senate's selec-
tion process, he said.
Robert Sims, dean of the Col-
lege of Social Sciences and Public
Affairs, said he forwarded two
names from his college to the fac-
ulty senate: Juanita Hepler, an as-
sociate professor of social work,
and Greg Raymond chair of the
political science department.
Sims, who is also on the screen-
ing committee, said he recom-
mended Hepler and Raymond
because faculty members had ex-
.pressed a need for an appointee
with a strong research background
as well as diversity. He added that
he chose Hepler because she was
new to the university and Raymond
because he "is a top university re-
searcher:'
Sims said he did not know why
the Slate Board chose not to follow
the procedure the Faculty Senate
suggested. "Not knowing why has
left me puzzled," he said.
Sims said he is aware-of faculty
concerns about the Slate Board's
actions. "The cumulative effect of
these lrritauons is to keep every-
body on edge," Sims said. "I'd like
to see everybody happy and that
everyone has confidence that ev-:
eryone is acting in good faith:'
Hepler also expressed disap-
pointment that the board did not.
follow the faculty-proposed proce-
dure. "I think the board should pro-
vide an explanation," she said.
"And unless it's good I think they
should abide by therecommenda-
tions selected:'
~,DayMl.§.~o~~ ,··.··M:· .
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'BSU'officials announced the
debut of the photo ID card effective
this spring in an effort to centralize
the various cards into one.
The BSU photo ID card has
many uses including: discount
movie tickets for Cineplex Odeon
theaters and the Flicks; discount
student rates in the Union Recre-
ation Center and the Outdoor Rental
Center; issuing of athletic tickets
and access to athletic events; issu-
ing of tickets to BSU theater arts
events and BSU music department
Classifieds
*EXTRA INCOME '92* Earn
$200-$500 weekly mailing
1992 travel brochures. For
more information send an
addressed stamped envelope to:
J.R. Travel, P.O. Box 612291,
Miami, FL 33161.
How to receive FREE Govern-
ment Grants. Amazing 3-minute
recording reveals details! (205)
853-4849 Ext-122.
Baby Jogger wanted. Boise 853-
1835.
Fundrajser. We're looking for
a top fraternity, sorority, or
student organization that would
like to earn $500-$1,500 for a
one week on-campus marketing
project. Must be organized and
hard-workiDg. Call JoAnriat
(800) 592-2121 ext. 115
HELP NEEDED: I wrote a
children's book. I need an
illustrator to collaborate on this
project, Call Liz at 345-0711.
HELP NEEDED: $360/wk full-
time, $ 180/wk pan- time.
Flexible hours. Permanent and
temporary positions available.
No experience needed, will
train. Ca1l377-0532 lOa.m.-
2p.m.
Wedding Photography doesn't
have to be expensive! Let
Sundance Photo design your
personalized wedding package
with quality, professional
wedding coverage at a price to
fit your budget: 343·1416 Mark
Barnard.
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In criticizing Donnan, a former Senate meeting ,requesting that the
Faculty Senate chair who serves on board follow policy and appoint one
the organization's steering commit- of the original candidates, he said.
tee, faculty members point out that "I think as a matter of profes-
she originally helpcdtopropose the slcnaleihlcs she should withdraw
process to select faculty represen- her name," he said.
tatives to sit on the Screening Com- John Freemuth, associate profes-
mittee. In her letter to Mahoney, sor of political science/public af-
Ramo wrote, "Since it was Dr. fairs, who spearheaded the original
Dorman who, in the [Faculty) Sen- campaign for more faculty repre-
ate, proposed the process arrivedat sentation through a petition drive,
by that group for, . . said he found the
selecting the fac- "We want the board's appoint-
ultycandidates, it, .' inent of Dorman
seems especially representatives that to be ironic.
cynical of "the we chose" "What got the
board to circum- . . • faculty upset 'is
vent the faculty'S --John Freemuth that Dorman is
process by seem- violating the pro-
ing to co-opt its author:' cess that she
. Charles Odahl, professor of his- helped set up:' Freemuth said.
tory and classical languages and "We're just saying if you are going
senior faculty senator-at-large, said to let us choose, let us choose.
he thought Dorman was violating "We don't want her on the com-
professional standards by accept- mlttee; we want the representatives
ing her appointment to the com- that we chose," he said.
mittee. Freemuth is once again circular-
"I think that she is putting per- ing petitions among the College of
sonal advantage ahead of profes- Social Sciences and Public Affiars
sional ethics, and that is wrong," to ask Dorman to withdraw her
he said. "There is no excuse for name from the screening commit-
playing petty politics:' tee, with substantial results.
Odahl said since Dorman is on Freemuth said his department plans
sabbatical, she should not be in- to send the petitions to Dorman and
volved in any committee assign- the Slate Board, but will recall them
ments. He suggested that if she withdraws her name from the
sabbaticals are intended for research committee.
and mental preparation rather than "We hope that she does see the
being involved in committee as- error in her ways and withdraws
signments. her name so we can move on to
The four faculty senators from other issues,' Freemuth said "If she
the College of Social Science and doesn't, the pressure will not let up:'
Public Affairs have prepared a reso-
lution to submit at the next Faculty
events; use of the Health Services,
computer Jabs,li~r'hry; Stud)nt
Employment, Career Planning and
Placement, Counseling and Testing
Center, writing lab, and intra-
mural fields.
Students should beware, how-
ever, of one of the card's features.
In the past, students and faculty
could easily borrow someone else's
card to get free tickets to BSU func-
tions. This is made impossible by
the new photo ID card.
The cards will cost the school
approximately $180,000 according
to Barry Burbank, business man-
ager of the SUB. Students,wil1 no-
tice an extra $2.0(rcnargiH>rr"i1tW
fees this spring semester and a $6.00
charge starting next fall.
Students can pick up cards in
the Jordan D Ballroom in the SUB
from now until Jan. 24, Monday
through Friday 8a.m. to 7p.m. and
Saturdays from 9:00 am to 2:00 pm,
Mter this date, students will need
to go to the information desk in the
SUB to find out where they can
pick up their photo ID. Burbank
advised everyone to keep their fee
receipts and to pick up their cards
before the 24th.
presents
bUCkS.
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Mark Hanford, Paul Birnbaum,
Shane McCoy, and Andy .
Agenbroad, members of Haggis. ,
appear frequently at The Ruby .
Slipper.
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The silence is over
Jammin' with the lambs
By Chereen Myers
Staff Writer
Haggis (hagis) n 1. A pudding, popular.especially in Scotland, made of the
heart, liver, and lungs of a sheep or a calf minced with suet, onions, oatmeal and
seasonings, and boiled in the stomach of the animal. 2. A rock band from
Boise, Idaho, who frequents a club called The Ruby Slipper.
Now this, you might be thinking, is a weird name for a band. Well, you're not
in Kansas anymore, Dorothy, and this isn't an ordinary band. Besides, it's not
like Haggis is waiting with bated breath to get your opinion.
They could care less how you react. Quick to separate themselves
from other alternative bands in Boise, Haggis is definitely not your'
ordinary group of musicians. "I don't care whether people like us or
hate us as long as they have an opinion. We don't care if we irritate
people," said bassist Mark Hanford. "Too many alternative bands in
Boise walk the line so they'll be accepted.Wedon'tcareabou~ being
accepted," added guitarist Paul Birnbaum.
Being labeled an' alternative band isn't problematic for the quartet
because they aren't like other alternative groups, according to Birnbaum.
"We have a different sound than the other local alternative bands. It
doesn't matter if we are another alternative band because we just play
what we want to play."
While Haggis plays mostly originals, they do feature some covers, but
nothing you would recognize. "The covers we do are either unrecognizable
because we change them, like "Dancing Queen," or they are songs most people
have never heard before," said bassist Mark Hanford. Another popular cover is
"Play Along," which features the words from the familiar children's TV show,
Sesame Street, set to original music by Haggis .
.' The band got together in August and is now a popular attraction at The Ruby
Slipper, a new alternative club in Boise. The club began as a practice space for
a handful of local bands (including Haggis) and is now offering shows on
Friday nights. The dual role is unusual for the band, admits Hanford. "It's
weird for us toplay here because we are basically running the place. NQwwe
aren't just focusing on playing, webave otherthings to' take care of as well"
. . '. .... . '. " see Haggis on page 8
7
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Haggis
The Haggis lineup is completed
with drummer Andy Agenbroad and
guitarist Shane McCoy. When he
isn't keeping the beat for Haggis,
Agenbroad is the guitarist for
Humorgod, who also shares the
space at The Ruby Slipper.
Although the band is somewhat
new, they have pulled together a 23
minute cassette which, includes their
original cuts and a.couple of cov-
ers. The cassette is available for $4
from the band and can be purchased
at local record stores for $5.
'.. The next project Haggis hopes
to accomplish is to perform in
March at the South by Southwest
Festival in Austin, Texas. The fes-
tival is an opportunity for unsigned
bands to showcase their talents. To
earn a coveted invitation to the
event, bands must submit a tape,
and many local. bands have sent
tapes in hopes of receiving an invi-
tation. If any local groups appear
at the event, The Ruby Slipper will
be holding benefits in February in
order to help the chosen bands with
travel expenses.
Other future plans for The Ruby
Slipper include the possibility of an
all-ages show. The city's popula-
tion of alternative fans seems to be
mostly underage Boiseans, and this
is no accident, according to McCoy.
"A lot of people our age are lazy.
They would rather get fucked up in
some nice comfortable bar where
they can pick up people than listen
to music."
In a world filled with alternative
bands which turn mainstream in or-
der to survive, Haggis holds on to
their individuality. "We just want
to play'for enjoyment; we don't
want to make it. We're not trying
to be prostitutes; we just play want
we want," said McCoy.
What does the future hold for
Haggis? "We want to be the first
nude band on MTV, and we would
also like to have shaved sheep on
stage. We really do like sheep,"
explains McCoy.
But, seriously, check them out at
The Ruby Slipper. You may like
them. You may hate them. But you
will definitely react, which is what
Haggis wants most of all. McCoy
adds the following promise: "We
are much heavier than Nirvana."
Hmm. Smells like a challenge.
"Liner Notes .
Who to see and where to see them
By Chereen Myers
Entertainment Editor
The Ruby Slipper
Ritual Filth, Caustic Resin and
Not A Cowboy Poet will perform
on Friday, Jan. 17. Doors open at
9:30 and the show starts at 10 p.m.
Cover is $3. The Ruby Slipper is
located next to The Emerald Club
on River Street. .
Tom Grainey's
Whirl is appearing Jan. 13-18.
.. , Grainey's is located at 109 S. 6th
St.
Grainey's Basement
Felt Neighbors is appearing Jan.
13-18, located below Tom Grainey's,
Dino's
The Black Rose is appearing Jan.
13-18 at Dino's,lOcated at 4802 W.
Emerald. Cover is $3.
Victor's
The Jaywalkers will be appear-
ing Jan. 15-18. Victors is located at
1025 S. Ca~itol Boulevard.
Bogie s
Mitch Ryder and the Detroit
Wheels will perform Jan. 16. Doors
open at 8 p.m. Tickets are $10
advance at the Record Exchange
and $12 at the door. Located at
12th and Front.
Cheers to the Gin Blossoms
"':
Teenage
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Fancl,ub: electric bliss
Funky food on a tight budget
By Chereen Myers
Entertainment Editor
Finding an album with the type
of tracks that make you want to
listen to it again and again is about
as rare as the proverbial needle in
the haystack. Teenage Fanclub's
Bandwagonesque'is the best thing
to come out of 1991, and the word
is spreading faster than Richard
Simmons on amphetamines.
Bandwagonesque was dubbed
album of the year for 1991 by
SPIN magazine, and it is a well-
deserved honor for the Scottish
quartet. The album featuresl2
tracks, all written by the band, and
was produced by former Dinosaur
Jr. member, current Gumball mem-
ber, Don Fleming-in cooperation
with Paul Chisholm and Teenage
Fanclub. With great production
and a home at David Geffen Com-
pany, it is no surprise that this . L...:==", Photo courtesy of David Geffen Company
album has generated 00much chatter.From the first cut, "The Con- reenage Fanclub members from left; Norman Blake, Gerry Love,
cept," it is clear that Teenage Brendan O'hare, and Raymond McGinnley.
Fanclub isn't the type of band that the cut is 100 brief; that is also . 'his angst. The whole album, in
is easily labeled. Not quite hard- whatmakesitooappea1ing. Youmaybe fact, makes a statement about their
core, not really pop-all that is left wanting to hear more; if it were anti-dance emphasis. The title
certain is that these boys know longer, itwould probably turn into Bandwagonesque; according to
how to strike up a chord and play too much of a good thing. guitarist Raymond McGinley, re-
some unforgettable music. The OneofTFC'sfavoritepetpeeves fers to their lack of involvement
bass line in most of the tracks is is dance music, and they make this in the dance scene and their re-
somewhat familiar, yet totally sat- point perfectly clear in the instru- fusaI to jump on the dance band-
isfying to the audio palate. mental, "Is This Music?" Written wagon.
"Satan," the second track on by bassist Gerard Love, he calls his This is TFC's first album for
Bandwagonesque, is wonderfully creation "an instrumental anti- David Geffen Company, and
wicked with its metal riffs and dance tongue-in-cheek questioning based on the success of their re-
down and dirty chords, yet it is of whether dance music has any cent effort, it certainly won't be
too short and leaves the listener value at all:' Love's bass line their last.
longing for just another minute or moans loudly throughout the track,
two of its instrumentation. While serving as a constant reminder of
By Chereen Myers
Entertainment Editor
It's that time of year again.
Your school fees drained your
bank account, and now you are
looking forward to a steady diet
of macaroni and cheese and an
occasional ",ackage of Ramen
Noodles. Believe it or not, it is
possible to eat at an actual restau-
rant without taking outa loan. The
following is a collection of local
eating establishments that offer
tasty cuisine fornext to nothing.'ITaco BellThis is the hands-down
'. favorite for great food at a
low price. Check out the
59 cent menu and you will
find many tempting items,
including a bean burrito filled with
cheese, onions and a mouth-we- ,
tering hot sauce. Taco Bell is lo-
cated at 6521 Fairview Ave. and
3377 W. State.
By Chereen Myers harmony to listeners who like pure,
Entertainment Editor . honest rock 'n' roll. Without a
With songs inspired by the likes doubt, the best demonstration of
of palm readers and porn stars, it is their talent is "Allison Road," an
clear that the Gin Blossoms are not up-tempo cut that lets each musi-
drawing from the traditional lost ciao shine through with striking c1ar-
loves and loneliness file for their ity, depth and energy.
_ .. musical inspiration. In a recent appearance at The
\ The Gin Blossoms' first release CrazvHorse. the Gin Blossoms
for A&M records is Upand Crum- show-cased their original creations
bling, and it doesn't take a fortune in addition to a bone-chilling cover
teller to predict a bright and sue- of Thin Lizzy's "Jail Break."
cessful future for this band from' Now back in Arizona after com-
the Grand Canyon State. The disk pleting their U.S. tour, the Gin BIos-
is a five-song EP, but don't let that soms are recording their next
fool' you. release, due out during the first part
Vocalist Robin Wilson never lets of this year. Check out Up and
you forget who's in charge through- Crumbling from this up-and-com-
o .".. out the 17 minute release, and this ing band and look for more in the
unforgettable collection of original near future.
tracks delivers a message of perfect
)~.~
4··SubwayFresh bread, great variety and. . surprisingly low prices are all stan-1" .' ~ dard features at this sandwich fran-, ...... ... ~ chise. The veggie and cheese. . "',,~ sandwich is especially delectablen.\rtl''''' and is only $1.89 for the six-inch.
V Locations are 150 N. 8th, 1120
Broadway Ave., 3220W. State and
in Nampa at 1104 Caldwell Blvd.
•
•
.... " McDonald's
..•. . .•••••Thepj ac~
••.• > '. .... " where you got
YOw"very,flfSt Happy MeaIcan
now provide you with more than
just prizes and a 'chance to play in
McDonaldland. You can get a ham-
burger for 59 cents or a cheesebur-
ger for 69 cents. If your appetite is
a little on the big side, you can get
two Big Macs for $2. Another two
for $2 gig is the Egg Mc1vl·.hfm,
always a breakfast favorite.
McDonald's is located at 1375
Broadway Ave, 2223 Fairview Ave,
7811 Fairview Ave, 4825
Glenwood, 510 Orchard, 7222
Overland, and l1R5 Vista Ave.
(
S
, Brick
Oven Beanery
One of my favorite
places to eat, The Beanery serves
the kind of food that just makes you
feel good all over. I' recommend
the veggie sandwich because in a
world filled with vegetarian sand-
wiches, this is truly the creme de la
creme. Served onwhole wheat bread,
it comes with hard boiled eggs, let-
tuce, tomatoes and an incredible
olive sauce that makes this sand-
wich unlike any other. The veggie
sandwich is $3.65 and it is worth
every penny. The Beanery is lo-
cated at 8th and Main on the Grove.
.f:~out
Right across from campus, this
establishment features traditional,
fast food that caters to students on a
budget; Where else could youget a
grilled cheese sandwich for,85 cents,
orachoco1atelnaltfor$l.lS? Other
bargains include the taco burger for
one dollar, or the fillet of fish for
$1.45.
Sav-On
Cafe
If you're looking
for a hearty breakfast
for next to nothing, then this is the
place to visit. A breakfast of bacon
and eggs is $3.30 and includes
hashbrowns, toast and coffee. If
omelets are what you crave, try the
Denver with hashbrowns, toast and
coffee for $3.90. The Sav-On Cafe
is located at 106 S. 16.
The Wave
It is a
pleasure to share
my feelings on
this fast-food
paradise known
for their menus
tucked away in
mailboxes.
The Wave, located at
1019 Broadway and 8904 Fairview,
offers very tasty. food at pretty rea-
sonable prices. You can get a pound
of fries for $1.50, and Ichallenge
you to try to eat them all. You will
want to consume the entire basket,
but your best bet is to share them
with a friend. Milk shakes are an
especially goodtreat, and at $1.24
they are an irreSistible temptation.
A single burger will cost you $1.80,
and a serving of their beer battered
onion rings (the best in the.worldl)
are $1.40. As you can see, this is
not a goodp1ace to eat if you are
watching your weight, but if you
feel like taking a holiday from your
diet, I recommend 1bC Wave. . .
~ It was the best of times, the worst of times
Scorsese's remake of the 1962 thriller, uses the truth is phenomenal. Even though this Dutch so awful? Imagine being trapped in a
a similar tactic, but much more so. Scorsese film was virtually ignored in theaters, don't car with a singing Al Bundy and you begin
slyly draws the viewer in and makes him/ miss it on video. to understand what a small piece of hell
her as paranoid and creeped out as the fam- this film is. It's obvious John Hughes stole
ily in the film. Fifteen minutes into the film~' Those of you who have key plot elements from his previous films
and you're jumping at phones ringing and b~been paitiently waiting for the Planes. Trains and Automobiles and Uncle
even blinds shutting. This film is very r- .. film version of Final Exit need Buck, which begs the question: If Hughes
intense and will put you on edge. In the ~ look no further than my next se- wanted to steal from his movies, how come
realm of horror, this film is second only to lections. Gentle students and he didn't steal the good parts?
Silence of the Lambs. faculty .. .I give you the worst 4. Nothing But Trouble
5. Boyz N The ' movies of 1991. Y'know, as Chevy Chase, Dan Aykroyd,"
Hood L rop Dead Fred and John Candy put out more and more
After the first few min- Drop Fred. an exercise in stupid- movies it becomes increasingly difficult to
utes of the film roll by you ity, stars Phoebe as a pathetic wimp remember the few good movies they've
begin to understand how with a cloyingly abrasiv . aginary friend had. Dan Aykroyd also directed and wrote
Alice must have felt when played by Rik Mayall. This movie would the film, which explains a lot, really. The
she went through the look- insult a U. of I. student's intelligence. I plot is dangerously similar to any given
ing glass. One thing's for watched this film with great sympathy for rerun of a Scooby-Doo episode and the dia-
sure: you're not in Idaho the actors and just wanted the whole damn logue is about as funny as a copy of theWall
anymore. Welcome to thing to end. Do not spend the two dollar Street Journal. Oh, and John Candy in
south central L.A. rental fee to see this movie. Eating the drag is about as humorous as, oh say, Dam
Weapons, drugs and violence are every- money would have more entertainment DeLuise in drag. So unless you happen to
day realities. But what John Singleton, the value than watching this drek. like slow torture, stay far, far away from
film's director, makes clear is that while 2. Hudson Hawk Nothing But Trouble.
the setting may be different from what we're OK, it's unanimous! Nobody liked this 5. Scenes From A Mall
used to, the people living there have the film. Even the egomaniac producer of the If the thought of Woody Allen and Bette
same ho~s, drea~s and f~s ~s any ~ther film, Joel Silver, admitted it sucked. I think Midler having sex isn't repulsive enough,
human ~m.g. This .film "':I~Ihit ~ou like a the saddest part is that it cost $50 million to how about the sight of them taking a bath '
bullet With Its amazing ability to mform as make this stinker. Bruce Willis, Danny ogether? This film isn't so much sickening
well as ente!"!am. . Aiello, and Andie McDowell just seem to as it is boring. Anybody watching this film
6. The FIsher Kmg wander from set to set aimlessly making up expecting to get laughs discovered the joke
Many critics balked at the "Hollywood" the script as they go along. And just why was on them. There weren't any! Midler
ending of this Terry Gilliam feature where did Willis smirk so much throughout the and Allen's dialogue deserves some sort of
everything is wrapped up a little bit too movie? Probably because he was already award for being the most mundane
nicely. They're right, of course, butitdoesn't guaranteed a cool $14 million for The Last dialogue I have ever heard in a movie. If
diminish the overall power of this film. Boy Scout. I'd smirk too. you do decide to see this film, I must warn
Robin Williams gives one of his more 3. Dutch ' you, I had to check my wife's pulse half-
memorableperformaneesasahomelessper- Since the success ofHome Alone. it seems way through the film, so please proceed
son in search of the Holy Grail. Part fan- that writer/director John Hughes has pur- with caution.
tasy, part reality, this movie will have you posely been trying to keep himself humble 6 Oscar
thinking about loss and redemption long by making the most inane movies possible. . Sylvester Stallone re-entered the world
af
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eater. 1991 saw the birth of such god-awful of filmmaking this year and proved to all
. ermmator : movies as: Career Opportunities. Curly
Judgement Day Sue, and, of course, Dutch. What makes ') see Movies pagel1
Who didn't see this summer's ---------------- ................ ~~
blockbuster sequel starring SCHWARZENEGGER r, - - -T U-D-E-N T;]Linda Hamilton, Ed Furlong,
and of course, the testosterone 1
god himself, Ah-Nold? T2 '=
terminated the competition quite
nicely thank you, raking in $203
million in the U.S. alone. RArE 5Beh nd all the mind-blowi g ,
special effects, there was actu-
ally some pretty good acting and I~""~
a cautionary time-travel story
that really brought home the
threat of nuclear war. Linda
Hamilton gets pumped up as the
ultra-driven Sarah Connor and
provides an excellent balance to
the stoic Schwarzenegger. Over-
all this film is a testament to 1.- ....
writer/director James Cameron, who has created the film to
which all other action films will aspire.
8. L.A. Story
A lot of people overlooked this gem of a film when it was
released last spring. Many critics favorably compared it to Woody
Allen's Manhattan, a certified movie classic among movie buffs.
The film, starring Steve Martin, detailed the lovelife of one
Harris K. Telemacher. But the real star of the film is the city of
L.A. itself. Every quirky habit and lifestyle trend inherent to
L.A. is scathingly satirized. This very funny film will be remem-
bered as one of Steve Martin's best and should not be missed.
9. JFK
The biggest criticism pointed towards Oliver Stone's exami-
nation of the Kennedy assassination is he is rewriting history.
showing only one side of the story, and generally lacking a
balanced view. Urnrn, I hate to tell you guys, but it IS just a
movie. Stone admits that it is fictionalized and it only contains
one theory. Besides, as a filmmaker. he doesn't have to show
both sides of the story or create a balanced view. Think how
boring movies would be if filmmakers were obligated to s.how
every viewpoint of an issue in one movie. Whatever your views
of the Kennedy assassination, don't let them keep you from
watching and enjoying this mesmerizing film.
10. Mortal Thoughts
Both Demi Moore and Bruce Willis had a truly horrible year in
terms of bombs in 1991. Demi had Nothing But Trouble and The
Butcher's Wife to be ashamed of. Bruce had Hudson Hawk and
The Last Boy Scout. But the year wasn't a total loss. Both starred
in this very suspenseful film about one woman's desire to murder
her druggie husband, and her friend who's trapped in the middle.
Bruce Willis is great as the sleazy husband. He should probably
play them more often. And Harvey Kietel as a cop searching for .
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Bv David Scott
siaff Writer
1991 was the year Hollywood felt the
effects of the recession. They reached into
their pockets and discovered, to their own
lament, they weren't bottomless. There
seemed to be more bombs than ever before.
The bad streak culminated in August and
September with the lowest number of
admission tickets sold in 23
years. While many people are
quick to throw blame on the
recession, the cold truth is
there weren't many movies ~
worth seeing this year. In fact,
historians often cite times of
recession with a rise in the en-
tertainment industries. The
logic being that people Qnhard
times go to the movies to for- II~~~~~~~
get their troubles. With that I::
information in mind, Hollywood should
have had a tremendous year. So what hap-
pened? Well, the proof is in the pudding.
Moviegoers dismally had to choose between
Dying Young, Scenes From a Mall, Regard-
ing Henry, etc. It's no wonder people stayed
at home this year. A year as void of quality
as this one, however, does have one advan-
tage. It makes it a hell of a lot easier to tell
the winners from the losers. And that's
exactly what I did ...
First, here are the movies
that actually delivered what
they promised ... the best
movies of 1991.
1. Thelma & Louise
Americans shelled out $43 million in box
office receipts to cheer on a housewife and
waitress gone wild. It's easy to see why.
Geena Davis and Susan Serandon got -to
play out many women's fantasies (giving a
would-be rapist his just desserts and blow-
ing up a greaseball's truck). Some men were
put off by the strength of the two characters
and felt the film was an "elitist, feminist"
viewpoint. To which I respond: Methinks
you protest too much. If anything, the film
is an honest humanist viewpoint and a hell
of a good ride besides. It is never preachy
but always effecting.
2. The Silence of the Lambs
The first time Anthony Hopkins as
Hannibal Lector is shown on the screen
always gives me goosebumps. Oh, he isn't
yelling, killing someone, or doing some
other bizarre thing that a homicidal psycho-
path might be doing. He's just standing.
Staring. And therein lies the triumph of
Lambs. Its best moments are subtle. Sly.
They creep up on you, like when you notice
the copy of Bon Apetite on Lector's desk. I
fully expect Hopkins and Jodie Foster to
walk away with Oscars for their enthral-
ling, symbiotic performances. For all the
movies this year that promised to scare you,
this one delivered.
3. Beauty and the Beast
People toss around the phrase "instant
classic" quite a bit these days, but rarely
does it ever deserve to stick. This time,
however, I believe Beauty and the Beast
deserves such a title. I'm 21 but I felt like I
was seven again, watching Bambi for the
first time. The sheer wonderment this film
brings is amazing. I can truly say that .this is
the fmest animation I have ever seen m any
medium. And the music! If you have
mourned the death of good movie musicals
for years, mourn no longer. The team of
Alan Menken and the late Howard Ashman
(The Little Mermaid, The Little Shop of
Horrors) wrote the songs for this film and
every single one is an asset to the produc-
tion. Even if you don't have kids, don't
miss this excellent film.
4. Cape Fear
Many films of the horror/thriller genre .
will take cheap shots to scare you. The de-
mented crazy jumps out from behind a cou~h
and BOO! you flinch. Cape Fear, Martin
I
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6th & Main. Old Boise ~, I
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SUN.
MON.
ITUES.
WEDS.
THURS.
FRI.
SAT.
FOUR FRIENDS FEAST
(4 persons min.)
Lg. PizZa. huge salad • ga~ic bread
pitcher of Coke,
$4.00/ea,
SPAG NIGHT $4,50
All you can eat spaghetti. salad • ga~ic bread
lAZTIME
Lasagna. salad • ga~lc bread
$5,50
BANQUET FORmo ., $5.00/ea.
Small pizZa. spaghetti. salad • ga~ic bread
FANTASTIC FOUR
FRIENDS FEAST
(4 persons min.)
Lasagne. mad. pizZa. salad • ga~ic bread
pitcher of Coke:
SUDS 'N SLICE
(alter 9:00 pm)
$2,00
SUDS 'N SLICE
(alter 9:00 pm)
$2,00
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By Jody Howard those who will benefit most from
Staff Writer the opinion. Not unlike a bumper
...From Oliver Stone, the direc- sticker lance read: "Eat lamb.
tor who won't go away. And a Ten thousand coyotes can't be
whole lot of people seem to wish wrong."
he would. In semi-documentary style,
Anyone who can generate the Stone maintains audience allen-
amount of animosity Stone has in- tion with some of the finest pro-
spired withJFK is worthy of com- duction quality possible. Shifting
rnendation, chiefly for committing from real news footage to Stone
,. the unthinkable-making us think. news footage (black and white), or
OK, so he made flamboyant color film footage (real or Stone),
New Orleans District Attorney Jim., he leaves the viewers with little
Garrison (Kevin Costner) into a opportunity to distinguishthe origi-
Jimmy Stewart-type with an All- nal from the manufacturedversions.
American sincerity and messianic With fast-paced cuts, he lays out
zeal for truth. So he retold the conspiracy scenarios, then delves
Kennedy assassination story from into another aspect of the case, all
his own viewpoint for millions of from the viewpoint of crusader Gar-
unsuspecting viewers to file in their rison - an interview with a con-
brains under "history" instead of spirator, threats from the CIA, FBI,
"entertainment". etc., dark alleys, dead ends and then
The point is; as Stone says, the back to Garrison's wife (a thank-
day John F. Kennedy died, a lot of less role for Sissy Spacek) as she
other things in this country began whines around the house, not want-
to die - most importantly, faith in ing to Stand By Her Man.
the government and in your fellow Seeing the development of evi-
human. The matter is worth look- dence along withGarrison, we are
ing into. To just ignore inform a- nudged into identifying with his
tion because we're uncomfortable feelings: confusion, disbelief, dis-
about where it might lead, and may, anger and fear. Stone hits
topretcnd our government could not several conspiracy angles in the
have been involved because the al- film, prim,arily targeting the CIA
ternativc is too frightening, pro- and anti-Castro Cubans, but gradu-
motes a kind of non-think ally engulfing a wider and wider
mentality. That relinquishes the range of high government officials,
business of opinion-forming to including Lyndon B. Johnson, and
ttl
" p~'
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further conspiracies, including the
assassinations of Martin Luther
King Jr. and Bobby Kennedy.
The cast is superb and bursting
with big-name stars (some in very
small parts). Tommy Lee Jones, :
Joe Pesci and Kevin Bacon play
some convincingly dark roles.
Donald Sutherland unloads a truck-
load of suspicious CIA activities
as the very believable and abso-
lutely chilling mystery man X.
Costner portrays Garrison with a
gallant singlemindedness and
goodness that more than anything,
telegraphs Stone's desire to have
the audience on his side of the con-
troversy when the lights come on.
In fact, Stone did everything per-
fectly; he just did it tOOmuch. Af-
ter a certain point of being hit on
the head, peoplerealize they're
being toyed with. Some footage of
the president's murder is under-
standable, but repeated viewing or
the assassination, over and over,
becomes in the truest sense of the
word, overkill. I began to feel
manipulated. In calling attention
to himself, Stone nearly defeats his
purpose.
But fascinating characters, Think of all the arguments you
intricate plots and ingenious film- can have with your friends after-
making make this movie a must- wards. Think about Stone's ver-
see. Think of all the negative press sion. Think about the Warren
the movie received before it was. Commission's version. Think
even seen, and wonder about that. about what you think your gov-
JFK is rated R ,
and is playing at . ,
Northgate Cinemas ",
and Overland Park.
..~.
versity of Michigan, aIlfl has been a
faculty member at Northern Illinois
University, Eastman School ofMu-
sic and North Carolina School of
theAns.
The composer will narrate one
of his compositions at several up-
coming Philharmonic children's
concerts, including a performance
of "Where's Red Robin?" at 2 p.m,
Jan. 19 in the Morrison Center. Pre-
concert activities begin at 1 p.m.
The Boise Philharmonic also will
perform "The Upward Stream" by
Peck in February.
BSU Student Union
Brava! concert scheduled
for January.
Sip some java, snack on sweets
and warm up to Brava! concerts on
cold January nights from 7:30-10:30
p.m, Fridays. The concerts are free.
The schedule is: Jan. lo-Paula
Hroma, local folk singer/songwrileJ'.
Jan. 17-PatFoikner,localcontem-
" .
Photo courtesy of University News Services
porary folk and blues singer. Jan.
24-Black Diamond, Jan
Skurzynski and Gayle Chapman-
local folk singer. Jan. 31-Eric
Engerbretson, Spokane, top 40 and
jazz acoustic guitarist. The concerts
are sponsored by Boise State
University'S Student Union and Ac-
tivities.
BOYZ N THE HOOD
opens SPB spring film
lineup Jan. 20
"Boyz n the Hood," a starkly re-
alistic drama about black youths
caught up in the brutal violence of
south-central Los Angeles, opens
Boise State University's Student
Programs Board spring films series
Jan. 20. Other highlights will
include several children's films
and the critically acclaimed film
"The Commitments."
ernment is capable of. Think about
an American myth that won't die
and the human tendencv to make a
conspiracy out of everything.
Think.
The truth's in there somewhere.
Spring semester films:
Jan. 20 - "Boyz N the
Hood," 7 p.m. in the Special Events
Center.
Jan. 25 - "Winnie the Pooh,"
2 p.m. in the Quiet Listening
Lounge in the Student Union.
Feb. 8 - "National Velvet,"
2 p.m., in the Quiet Listening
Lounge.
Feb. 14 - "Tie Me Up Tie
Me Down," 7 p.rn, in the SPEC.
Feb. 22 - "Wings," 2 p.m,
in the SPEC.
March 6, 9 - "Thelma and
Louise," 7 p.m. in the SPEC.
March 7 - "Baby, The Se-
cret of the Lost Legend," 2 p.m.
Quiet Listening Lounge.
April 3, 6 - "My Own Pri-
vate Idaho," 7 p.m. SPEC.
April 4 - "Pete's Dragon,"
2 p.m, Quiet Listening Lounge.
April 18 - "Mary Poppins,
2 p.m. Quiet Listening Lounge.
May 1 - "Commitments," 7
p.m. SPEC.
Admission is $1 BSU stu-
dents, $2 BSU faculty, staff and $3
general admission at the door.
Illusionist Andre Kole will be in
the Special Events Center on Satur-
day January 25. He will be per-
forming such feats as walking on
water, causing others to levitate and
many other amazing illusions. Tick-
ets are $5 for students and will be
sold in the Student Union.
A&M music recording star Tom
Chapin, one of the most popular
and critically acclaimed children's
musicians in America will bring his
"Family Tree Concert" to Boise next
month.
Theevent will be held at 1:3Op.m.
Feb. 8 in the Grand Ballroom of the
Student Activities Center. TIckets
are $7.s0 and avai1able at Kidstuff'
in the Gateway Plaza on Broadway
Ave. or by phone at 344-7312.
Campus culture
Exhibit features artwork
byfiveBoise school children.
If you could be anyone, who
would you be? If you could do
anything, what would it be? Five
school children from the Boise area
were among thousands who an-
swered those questions in colorful
, artwork they submitted last year to
the nationwide Crayola Dream-
Makers program. Hundreds of those
dreams will be on display this year
in art exhibitions in five regions of
the United States.
Boise State University will host
a Dream Makers show Jan. 10-31
..,..- that includes artwork by the Boise-
area students and 82 others in kin-
dergarten to sixth grade from
throughout the West. The Boise-
area children and the schools they
attended when their artwork was
submitted are:
-Dustin Fric, grade 2, Wash-
ington Elementary School
-Serena Keith, grade 4,
, Cynthia Mann Elementary School
- .,... -Aundrea Newby, grade 6.
Lake Hazel Middle School
-Rachel Pop lack, grade 6,
Cynthia Mann Elementary School
-Kristy Satterfield, grade 4,
Ustick Elementary
The Dream-Makers exhibit will
be in the BSU Gallery of Art on the
first floor of the Liberal Arts P nld-
ing. It promises to be a bold and
imaginative show, which includes a
festivereception from 6-7p.m. Jan 17.
Musicians invited to join
BSUCommunityOrchestra.
Orchestral musicians who would
like to perform with the Boise State
University Community Orchestra
for its spring concert season are in-
vited to attend rehearsals held Mon-
day nights at BSU.
The orchestra's spring season
.- includes a winter concert of all
English music on Feb. 16, and a
performance May 3 featuring the
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Peace and harmony
winners of BSU's annual Concerto-
Aria competition.
Rehearsals, which begin Jan. 6,
are held from7-9:45 p.m. Mondays
in the Morrison Center room B-125.
Composer to give masterclass
Jan. 17 atBSU
Russel Peck, an internationally
acclaimed American composer, will
give a free masterclass at 3:30 p.m.
Jan. 17 in the Morrison Center Re-
cital Hall at Boise State University.
The masterclass, open to all ages, is
co-sponsored by the BSU music de-
partment and the Boise Philhar-
monic.
Peck's compositions have been
performed by major orchestras
around the world. He has received
numerous awards and composed
commissioned pieces for world-
class groups and musicians, includ-
ing trumpeter Doc Severinsen. Peck
received his bachelor's, master's
and doctoral degrees from the Uni-
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Out 'n' About-a guideto campus events
Movies ~ two asllll!l, pleJ!§eoverlQOk. _UJ\fiavotedge1a~~e_
his fans arid cntics, that, yes, he this film; It will only depress you. . arid bland; Mediocre is roo kind a
knows nothing about comedy. The 9. He Said, She: Said word for this movie.
plot sounds like a bad TV movie This movie had a pretty iJiterest- 10. Stupid Sequels
and the script is littered with such ing premise: explore a relationship I thought all these movies de-
knee-slappers as: "Boys, don't call from the man's point of view and served some sort of special recog-
me boss." "Yes, boss," Occasion- the woman's point of view. This nition for being bad sequels to
ally the film lapses into something would show the differences in the movies that were awful in the first
vaguely entertaining,' despite ways women and men view rela- place. And the winners are: High-
Stallone and company's best efforts. tionships. They forgot to make the lander 2, Problem Child 2, Child's
It isn't long, however, before the characters interesting, to give them Play 3, Teenage Mutant Ninja
film reverts into its normal annoy- something interesting to say; Turtles 2, and Mannequin 2.
ing self, sort of like an aunt I have. ~ short, to gi~e the aUdi~. some- Remember kids, the originals we~
Ifyou have a low threshold of pain, thing, anythl.ng, ent~rta~m.ng to bantha fodder, so I urge you to avoid
consult a doctor before viewingit watch. The dialogue .IS similar to these five altogether.
7. Don't Tell Mom The
Babysitter's Dead
Uh, I don't really need to explain
this one, do I?
8. Another You
When I was growing up in the
70's and 80's I used to love to watch .
:E~~~~~~:,~:
Blazing Saddles they never failed
~m:eb~~~~:SW: =t~ghr:: ,:,:::{':/;C):
their latest collaboration. This ;, :.;' :..~~;"
movie is incredibly sad. Pryor and ..... . ...
~~~~:tm:i~ a:::y~:U~:····~:r:O:"::'.~
tired. If vou are as much a fan of .::......:;:::,' :'-'
KEY BANK
OF
IDAHO
Now for your convenience
24 hour Drive-up
Handl Bank Teller.
1111 Broadway
334-'7420
Student Union Building
o"Bridges: Wood, Steel, Stone"
photo exhibit by Constance Trussler
and illustrations by Simonne S.
Reinier through Jan. 11. . .
BSU Art Gallery
o"Imagination," Crayola Dream-
makers children's art exhibit,' Jan
10-31. 'Opening reception: 6-8 p.m.
Jan. 17. .
Boise Art Museum
o"Museology: Photographs by
Richard Ross," through Jan, 26.
-Selecdons from the Glenn C.
Janss Collection, ongoing.
-Davis Wright Tremaine Col-
lection, through Feb. 2.
Wednesday, Jan. 15
°KTVB- TV Channel 7 will host
a live forum on higher education at
8 p.m. in Stage IT at the Morrison
Center. Panelists will include
ASBSU President Tamara
Sandmeyer; former BSU President
John Keiser; Rayburn Barton,
executive director of the Idaho State
Board of Education; and other lead-
ers in higher education from
throughout Idaho. Reporters will be
on site to grill panel members and
questions will be solicited from
audience members. Audience mem-
bers are asked to please arrive by
.7:30 p.m,
Thursday, Jan. 16
oBSU men's basketball vs.Weber
State, Pavilion 7:35 p.m.
oEducational Assistant Program
Meeting, 8 a.m.-7. p.m., Vo-Tech
aRNI
THE KEY TO YOUR
FI~ANCIAL ·FUTURE
Involved. Innovated. Professional.
.MemberFoIC.
Building, call 385-1974 for regis-
tration info. Meetings and registra-
tion every Monday and Thursday.
Friday, Jan. 17
~Trumpet recital with music pro-
fessor Marcellus Brown, Morrison
Center Recital Hall. 7:30p.m. Tick-
ets $4 general admission, $2 se-
niors, free for all students. Faculty
Artists Series.
Saturday, Jan, 18
°BSU men's basketball vs. Idaho
State, Pavilion 7:35 pm.
oAll Orchestral concert with
Boise Philharmonic, Morrison
Center 8:15 p.m, For tickets call
344-7849.
° Jackson Hole ski trip, spon-
sored .by department of health,
physical education and recreation.
Call 385-1374. '
Monday, Jan. 20
°BSU closed for Martin Luther
King Jr./Human Rights celebration
(all events in Student Union unless
otherwise noted):
8a.m. Display of 50 stories from
''Eyewitness: The Negro in
American History," Gallery I.Con-
tinues through Jan. 24.
10:30 am, Rally and march to
Statehouse, meet at Maggie's
Cafe.
Noon Governor's Rotunda pr0-
gram, Statehouse.
7 p.m. Boyz N the Hood, Special
Events Center. Tickets $3 general
admission, $2 faculty/staff, $1
students at the door. Thursday, Jan. 23
oEducationalAssistanceProgram oBSU women's basketball vs,
meeting, Vo-Tech building, Call Montana State, Pavilion. 7:30 p.m.
385-1974 for registration informa- . oEthel Merman's Broadway,
tion, . MorrisonCenter, 8 p.m, Broadway
touring musical. Presented by UA
Thesday, Jan. 21 productions. Tickets: $24.50, $19
-Exchange recital with Wally and $17 Select-a-Seat
Bratt, cello; Yoko Hiroto, piano; -Peabody Trio masterclass,
Craig Purdy, violin; and Christie . Morrison Center Recital HallA p.m.
McArthur, hom. Morrison Center oBSU Martin Luther King Jrl
Recital Hall, 7:30 p.m, . Human Rights Celebration
oBSU Martin Luther King Jrl Noon "From Beethoven to Wil-
Human Rights Celebration (all lie Nelson" with €lio Eldred,
events in Student Union unless oth- Maggie's Cafe
erwise noted): 34 p.m. ''When Worlds Collide"
Noon Live Entertainment with Gretchen Correll, Lookout
Maggie's Cafe Room.
3·5 p.m. "Rural Hispanics: An- 7-8:30 p.m, "Is It O.K. to Hate
other America" with Richard Queers?" panel discussion,
Baker, Lookout Room. Lookout Room.
7-8:30 p.m. ''Eyewitness: A Tes-
timonial in Tune" readings describ-
ing contributions made by African
American throughout history,
Bishop Barnwell Room.
Wednesday, Jan. 22
oBSU Martin Luther King sa
Human Rights Celebration (all
events in the Student Union unless
otherwise noted):
Noon Folkloric Dancers,
Maggie's Cafe
34 p.m. "Do Women Exist?"
panel discussion with six BSU
facUlty members, Lookout Room.
4-5 p.m. Multicultural panel,
Seil;lte Forum.
Boise Stale U"inniJy's
What is Leadership
Quest?
Leadership Quest was initiated in
1989 as a "Year of the Student"
evenL Since then, over 470 BSU
students have participated in this
exhilerating one-day conference.
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It's not too late to "
nominate!
Nominations are accepted until
February 1st Deans, Department
~rsons, Student Organization
AdVlSOfSand Presidents ... be sure
talented students are not ov~rIooked,
respond as soon as possible. J
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Noon Minnie Rae Gospel Sing-
ers, Maggie's Cafe.
3-5 p.m. "Sexual Harassment:
How to Recognize It, How to Stop
It" with Betty Hecker, Lookout
Room.
4·5 p.m. Reapportionment issues
with Huinberto Fuentes, R u d y
Pena, Ernie Sanchez and Maria
Salazar, Senate Forum. ..
6:30·8 p.m, Reception, Ada
Hatch Ballroom. Tickets: $5 at
Student Union ticket office. Spon-
sored by the Black StudentUnion.
8 p.m, Lecture by civil rights
activist Dr. Mary Frances Berry,
Grand Ballroom, Free.
Friday, Jan. 24
oBSUWrestling vs. Oregon, HPC
7 p.m.
-Peabody Trio, Morrison Center
Recital Hall. 8 p.m. Boise Chamber
Music Series. For tickets call 385-
1216 the week of the performance.
oBSU Martin Luther King Jrl
Human Rights Celebration.
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